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Now that’s what I call intercultural communication…



What is culture…?

• Messy

• Everyday practices, understood with 

reference to normative attitudes and beliefs 

negotiated by groups whose interactions are 
conditioned by particular forms of social 

organisation (?)



Getting at culture…

• Yes we study interaction as data…

• …and questionnaires…

• …and poetry, songs, drama, fiction, 
paintings, sculpture, installations, film…



Cross-cultural and intercultural studies?

Cheng, W. and Warren, M. (2006), ‘//     you 
need to be RUTHless//: Entertaining cross-

cultural differences’, Language and 

Intercultural Communication, Vol.6:1,  35-56.



A cautionary reminder…

• Scollon and Scollon (2001): 

“Cultures do not talk to each other; 

individuals do. In that sense all 

communication is interpersonal 
communication and can never be 

intercultural communication.”



The roots of intercultural communication…

…is miscommunication, eg Gumperz’s (1982) 
study of immigrant cafeteria workers from 

South Asia whose discourse styles were 

perceived as ‘rude’ by Anglo-British fellow 
employees at a British Airport.



But…

Bailey (2000; 2004) cautions that:

“it can be difficult to determine whether 
particular social relations cause particular 

communicative patterns, or whether 

particular communicative patterns cause 
particular social relationships.”

Which is the cause and which is the effect of 

intercultural miscommunication?



Preparing learners for ‘supercomplexity’…

• ‘Supercomplexity’ (Barnett, 2000) entails the 
constant need to reorient value systems 

while processing super-abundant information

• What competences are required to do this 

and how do we encourage their acquisition?

• Is the first step to determine cultural values? 
(Do we need to make peace with Hofstede?)



Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998)

• In your organisation, criticism:

a) Is aimed at the task, not the person

b) Is only given when asked for

c) Is mostly negative and usually takes the 

form of blame

d) Is avoided because people are afraid of 

hurting each other



Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998)

• In your organisation, criticism:

a) Is aimed at the task, not the person

b) Is only given when asked for

c) Is mostly negative and usually takes the 

form of blame

d) Is avoided because people are afraid of 

hurting each other

A: All of the above???



Cultural values and ‘conceptual systems’ (Lakoff 2002)

• Individualists = conservatives >

‘Income tax is theft’

• Collectivist = progressives >

‘Income tax is progressive’



For and against cultural values…

• Pearson et al (2008): individualist Upper Mid 
Western Americans communicate differently 

about family issues than collectivist Puerto 

Ricans

• Levine, Park and Kim (2007): we need 

quantitatively larger samples of intercultural 
interaction using refined frameworks that 

break down the ‘individualist/collectivist’
monoliths and allow intra-group variation



From cultural values to communicative styles…

• Facework across cultures…

• Liu (2002) argues that the individualist concept of face 
(Miànzi, personal prestige) is less important than the 
collectivist one (Liãn, respect of group for person with 
good reputation)

• So Chinese learners’ silence can be attributed to 
respect for community – if you have nothing 
substantial to say, don’t impose your substandard 
contribution
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Moulding communicative styles: towards ICC

• Develop a set of ‘savoirs’ or ‘cultural 
resources’ that enable intercultural 
communicators to reorient their conceptual 
systems in a supercomplex world

• OR

• Work toward the development of ‘skilled 
practitioners’ rather than ‘people with a set of 
competences and skills’…that is, expose 
learners to discursive situations so that they 
can learn through experience (in the safe 
space of the classroom)



A case study (Crawshaw and Harrison 2007)

• An examination of intercultural rapport 
between English assistant teachers in 

France and their French mentors or 

responsables.

• Based on discourse analysis of simulations 
based on critical incidents role-played by 

English and French participants.



A case study (Crawshaw and Harrison 2007)

Conflict talk was analysed in terms of

• ‘focusing acts’, 

• ‘challenging moves’

• and ‘assessments’



Focusing act: I

`Gill: Et je, je savais pas trop quoi faire, c’est
euh [volume increases, sits forward] je 

voulais savoir est-ce que vous avez des 

idées pour ce que je peux faire en classe
euh, quand ils font des bazars ?/And, well, I, 

I didn’t really know what to do about it 
[volume increases, sits forward] I wanted to 

know whether you had any ideas as to what I 

can do in class, when they mess about?



Focusing Act II

• Nathalie: Le fait est…que…je suis désolée, 
travailler, leur mettre une cassette, ce n’est 

pas travail. Tu es payée pour donner

quelque chose, pour suivre ce que je t’avais
donnée./The fact is, that …well, I’m sorry but 

to work by playing them a cassette, it’s not 
really work. You’re paid to offer them 

something, to follow what I’ve given you.



Challenging move I

• Laure: Ben, euh, je sais pas, qu’est-ce que
tu penses qu’il faut faire, toi, puisque tu as, 

tu as quand-même une formation 

pédagogique…une formation de 
professeur…non ?/ Well OK er, I don’t know, 

what do you yourself think you should do, 
given that you’ve been trained 

pedagogically…as a teacher…haven’t you?



Challenging move II

Clare: Oui, je crois que vous avez
raison…er…il faut discuter un peu la 
situation que est arrivée récemment […] mon
premier but, c’est que mes
élèves…erm…profitent de la langue 
brita…(N – Oui) de la langue 
anglaise…/Yes, I think that you’re 
right…er…we need to talk about the 
situation that has cropped up recently […] 
my first aim is that my pupils benefit from the 
Brit… (N – Yes) from the English language.

Nathalie: Oui…mes…mes élèves./You 
mean…my…my pupils.



Assessment

• Nathalie: Tu es censée assister le 
professeur, d’accord ? Les élèves, ils ont 

l’examen en fin d’année, ils ont un oral en fin 

d’année, et si tu ne peux pas m’aider à les 
aider… (C – Ah oui)/ You’re supposed to 

back up the teacher, OK? The pupils have 
got an exam at the end of the year, they’ve 

got an oral at the end of the year, and if you 

can’t help me to help them…(C- Oh, OK).



Mining the data…

• Conflict arises from cultural mismatches

• Types of mismatch

– Political (not thinking through recent legislation)

– Cultural (identity formation as representative of 
state, and as an instrument of the state apparatus)

– Collectivist French v. Individualist English?

– Power distance (young assistants usurping the 
authority of older mentors)

– Ascribed and achieved status



Laure: […] tu vas développer des méthodes, 
tu vas développer com ça à l’instant…/you 

need to develop methods which you work 

out on the spur of the moment as issues 
arise…

Gill: Mais est-ce que j’ai le droit de les (sic) 
donner des lignes…?/But do I have the right 

to give them lines…?



Unresolved issues

• Can the acquisition of ICC smooth the path 
of prickly intercultural encounters?

• Reorienting your value systems while 

experiencing ‘language shock’ is a 
considerable challenge…you need 

considerable experience, reflection and the 
will to modify your attitudes and behaviour 

where you feel such modification is justified



References

A version of this talk will be published as 
‘Discourse and Intercultural Language 

Education’ in the Continuum Companion to 

Discourse Analysis ed. Ken Hyland and 
Brian Paltridge (Continuum, forthcoming)

The references drawn upon are as follows…
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